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Rossi Honda updates its online business for shoppers’ convenience

Local car dealership improves online capabilities, health and safety standards.

VINELAND, N.J. (PRWEB) March 21, 2020 -- Rossi Honda is open for business with some new services to
offer drivers. Shoppers can use the dealership website to learn more about the available vehicles and have their
questions answered by the resource tools online or by speaking with a team member at the dealership.

Rossi Honda has new online services to help drivers right from their home. Drivers can purchase a new or used
vehicle online without having to visit the showroom. Rossi Honda is also offering complimentary pick-up and
delivery to help drivers save. Interested shoppers can also test drive a vehicle from home as well. Homes near
Rossi Honda are eligible for a test drive car, SUV or truck to be delivered to the house so that shoppers can
make the decision for themselves right from home. Rossi Honda will also be offering a 24-hour service
schedule to help drivers in need of new parts, inspections and regular maintenance.

To keep up with health and safety regulations, Rossi Honda has improved its sanitation standards for shopper
convenience. The showroom is cleaned twice a day, including the vehicles inside with hospital-grade sanitation
supplies. Other safety precautions are used by the team members to ensure sanitary accommodations, and hand
sanitizer stations can be found throughout the dealership as well.

Interested parties can learn more about these services by visiting the dealership website. For any other
questions, shoppers can ask the team members of Rossi Honda by calling 856-446-5217 or by visiting the
showroom located at 1517 South Delsea Drive Vineland, NJ 08360. The professionals at Rossi Honda are ready
to answer questions that drivers may have about these new services to help them have a satisfactory shopping
experience.
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Contact Information
Alex Arena
Rossi Honda
http://rossihonda.com
856-446-5217

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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